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rcm is a powerful model builder, simulation and
optimization software that allows you to simulate, analyze
and optimize power system operation for a variety of
different power systems. it offers a comprehensive interface
for creating and editing rc, z, v, i, l, and ac power flows,
offers direct voltage control for dc and ac systems, and
allows you to simulate and optimize whole systems using
the “3d” interface. it includes a model database that allows
you to load power system models from a variety of different
databases such as primes, dpm, and ieee pss. it also offers
a built-in power flow analysis engine that allows you to
perform detailed analysis of power flows by analyzing
current, voltage, or power flows. the user interface is
designed for ease of use and is highly configurable. a
number of configuration options allow you to customize the
simulation and optimization process to meet your specific
needs. the input and output options allow you to import
data from external sources or create data files for exporting
output data. frm is a complete software package to design,
develop, and simulate power systems. it provides a
graphical environment for developing, simulating and
optimizing power systems through a unified interface for
generation, distribution, and load control. the simulation
environments can be used for load and generator short-
circuit, fault, and overload analysis. it provides a variety of
tools to analyze, design, and optimize power system
structures, including: buses and branches transformers
feeders circuit breakers (pq) and circuit breakers (hvdc)
generators and shunt reactors (pssr) power plants (ppc) and
substations (ppc) transformers (t) and reactors (rt) smart
transformers (star) energy storage systems (ess) and
balancing systems (bas)
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